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NEW SHOP 
of 

POSTAL HISTORY 
only on-line 

 

 
 

www.storia-postale.it 
 
 
LETTERS, COVERS, FRAGMENTS 
Absolute novelty for the site Vaccari: a showcase of postal history, net price and available only on-line. 
Letters, covers, fragments and cancellations, regularly updated, at really interesting prices for collectors. 
From Italian ancient states to the Republic of Italy, with a wide choice of Kingdom of Italy, Occupations 
and Military, Italian colonies. 
In the promotional sales and colonies sections only postage stamps. The traditional “The Classics and 
Rarities” part remains. 
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New section fully devoted to postal history, with letters, covers, fragments and cancellations available 
only on-line at www.storia-postale.it at net prices really interesting for collectors! 
 
At present, there are 450 offers: from Italian ancient states to the Italian Republic, with a wide choice of 
the Italian Kingdom (more than 160 items of the period from Vittorio Emanuele II to Umberto I, with 
some valuable mixed franking), Occupations and Military, both first and second world wars, Italian 
colonies, with Eritrea, Ethiopia, Libya and Somalia. 
 
Updates will be regular according to availability. In the next weeks, new additions relevant to Papal State, 
Modena, Sardinia, Parma, Military and Colonies. 
 
Vaccari on-line net price offer is now complete. The new site devoted to postal history is together with 
the offers of postage stamps, unused and used: the traditional section “The Classics and Rarities”, the 
price lists of Italian ancient states, Kingdom and Republic, the parts with very low prices, to promote 
philatelic collecting, of Colonies and of more than 750 Promotional sales for Italian and foreign stamps. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


